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Abstract
An analysis is made for the unsteady heat-transfer, due to a time
dependent wall heat flux, from an infinite disk, rotating in still fluid
with large suction. The procedure begins with a consideration of the
thermal response caused by a step change in the local wall heat flux.
It is found that the response time varies inversely with the Prandtl
number, the angular velocity and the second power of the suction psrs-t.:ter.
Incompressible flow with dissipation is considered first. For ah
ideal gas with constant Prandtl number whc a viscosity varies linearly
with temperature, the incompressible results may be, if dissipative effect
can be ignored, directly applied provided that all properties in the
solution are replaced b y thoi r -111 ,-aluz-
Norrenc la ture
w
a 0 	Mass transfer pprameter, - w 
^)1 2 
, dimensionless(
c 
	
Specific hea t_ at constant pressure, J/kg 0K
CO _ 2
erf x	 errcr function,	 ' a	 d^
,-1T J
0
F
G	 function defined by (o)
U
AL
erfc x 1 - erf x
k thermal conductivity,	 J/m sec 0 
p paramieter in Laplace trans._orm
P st?*ic pressure,	 n/m2
P r Prandtl number, dimensionless
c
. Wall surface heat flux,	 J/sec	 m2w
Q('1) function defined in	 (ill)	 or	 (15)
r radial coordinate for rotating disk, m
w 1/2K dimensionless radial coordinate, 	 r(v)
S( -ri) function defined in	 (11)	 or	 (15)
t time,	 sec.
1 temperature,
	
OK
» velocity parallel to the sir'[ Aru n-f n aa ,<, 1,, 	 !6e
V
	
velocity in ;p direction, m/ sec
w	 velocity no*-a-)al to the surface of a disk, m/sec
z	 coordinate measuring distance noraal to a disk, m
TI 	 dimensionless coordinate	
r; = Z(t)1/2
8	 dimensionless temperature defined by	 or (15)
^-	 viscosity, kg/m sec
kinematic viscosity, m2 /sec
P	 densi ty, kg/m3
T	 dimensionless time WtP
r
W	 angular velocity, rad/sec
Q	 the angular position
1(t)	 Heaviside unit operator; = 0 for t < 0, and = 1 for t > 0
Subscripts
i	 initial conditions
ss	 Steady state
w	 condition at wall surface
CO	 free stream condition
V
1.0 Introduction
Unsteady heat transfer due to a ti,ue prescribed wall temperature Lr
heat flux has been a subject of interest for many years.
	 Sparrow and
Grego	 [i,2]	 investigated the laminar forced convection heat transfer
from a compressible fluid to a flat plate with uniform, but time dependent,
surface temperature.
	
Cess	 [3]	 and Riley	 [4]	 examined the same problem
fov
 incompressible flow, Goodman 	 [51	 and Adams and Gebnart
	 [6]	 have
employed the heat balance integral technique to obtain approximate solutions
for the flat plate prahlem.
	 Sparrow	 [7]	 reported an approximate analysisi
for the unsteady, tWo dimensiu.^l stagnation point heat transfer.
	 Tie
employed the integral technique for whir.h a th i rd degree polynomial was
chosen for the unsteady temperature profile.
	 Subsequently Chao and
Jeng	 [8]	 published an analysis for the unsteady heat transfer at a
t=.-:o-dimensional and axisymmetri.cal front stagnation point due to an
arbitrarily prescribed wall temperature or heat flux.
	 The analysis was
extended by Jeng	 [91	 to a three-dimensional magnetohydrodyr.amic stagnation
point flow with simultaneous suction or blowing.
	 The heat transfer from
rotating bodies is of technological interest and has attracted the attention
! of several researchers.	 The steady heat transfer from a rotating disk
was first studied by Millsaps and Pohlhausen
	 [10]	 and later by Sparrow
and Gregg	 [11]	 who also investigated the effect of blowing and suction [121
Cess and Sparrow
	 [131	 were probably the first to analyze the ;unsteady
heat transfer from a rotating disk.
	 The problem was later re-examined
by Jeng
	 [91	 who also included the effects of mass transfer.
	 Two
asymptotic solutions, respectively vai d for small and large times, are
found and satisfactorily icined to cover a wide range of Prandtl numbers.
When Lhe suction velocity bec.umes sufficiently large, a closed-form
solution can be obtained.	 The analysis for this case was also made in
[91	 but for a step change in wall temperature.
	 In the present report,
we investigate the same unsteady heat transfer problem but with the step
change in wall heat flux.
	 The method of solution adopted in the present
analysis closely parallels to that used in
	 [9]	 but the analysis becomes
more complicated.
	 We first consider a case of int mnressible flow.
	 A
solution describing the entire time history of the ._n-steady temperature
field has been obtained. For an ideal gas with constant Prandtl number
whose viscosity varies linearly with temperature, it is shown that the
incompressible result may be directly applicable to compressible case.
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2.0 Governing Equations for Incompressible Flow
Consider an infinite disk rotating in an infinite mass of fluid
about an axis normal to its own plane and at a constant angular velocity W.
Fig. 1 illustrates the cylindrical coordinate (r, e0, z) and the corresponding
velocity components (u, v, w) appropriate for the problem. From physical
considerations, one sees that the velocity and temperature field would
be independent of e0, if the thermal condition at the disk surface is
also independent of C'. Under the assumption of steady, incompressible
How with constant properties, the governing equations are (with dissipation
included):
Continuity:
)u+u+)w=
Tr r z
Momentum:
U	
r2 + w dz	 p Fr + 	 )22 + ^r ^J + )2` J	 (' d))r	 )z
)v + uv + )v __	 r )2v 
+ 
a (_vl 
+ 
)2v
)r	 r	 w	
^Iu	
c^z	 v L )r2 7r ^rJ	 z2 J	 (2.b1
u )w	 +w)w _ 1^+v ° 2w + 1 )w +)2w	 (2 c))r	 )z	 P ^z	 L )r2	 r )r	 )y 2 J
Energy:
) 
r + w )z = x
[_1
r ^r ^r )r% + 
) 2T -1
 ^ + C-1- 2 + %^ T z2
^z	 p
	
+ c Iz^2 + ^r + )z% t f r ^r 	 2^	 (3)
p
(1)
3
The velocity boundary conditions are:
u(r,0) = 0	 n(r,-) = 0
v(r,0) _ rw 	 v(r,-) = 0	 (4)
w(r,0) = w 
In the above, w  is the fluid velocity at the wall. Positive value
of w
w 
correspond to blowing, and negative values correspond to suction.
For time t < 0, there will be a steady temperature field in the
fluid due to frictional dissipation. Its precise nature would depend
on conditions prevailing in the disk. As an example, one may consider
a disk of infinite thermal conductivity with the consequence that its
temperature rise due to the frictional dissipation is uniform. On the
other hard, the disk may have large resistance to heat flow in the radial
direction. This situation contrasts with that for flow over a flat
plate. With these observations we consider two cases of simple init;31
and boundary conditions for the temperature field as follows:
Case (i)	 For disks initially at adiabatic wall temperature.
T(r, z,.0) = T i , 1 (r, z)
azr`0 t = ka 1(t)
(5 , a)
T(r,,,0) = Tr
aT r 00 = 0
oz
In the above Ti , l (r,z) represents the initial temperatuz- distribution
in the fluid consistent with an adiabatic wall tempera Lure Taw . Here the
problem is to examine the transient response of the wail temperature due
to a step change in wall heat flux.
4
Case (ii)	 For disks initially of uniform wall temperature
T(r,Z,O) — T i 2(r,z)
	
)T(r 0 t _ 9 iw r	 I	 _	 ( t )^z . )	 k() T k [ q. (r)	 qiw (:; 1
T ( r ,, , t ) = Tm
T (r,0,0) = T iw = constant
Where g iw(r) is the wall flux due to frictional dissipation.
'"he initial temperature field T i 2 is clearly different from that in
Case (i). It is to be noted that for a disk of uniform temperature, the
wall flux q. W is not uniform. Here we are examining the transient
response of the wail temperature due to a uniform, step change of the
local wall flux. While qw(r) and q_iw(r) both vary with r, their
difference is a constant being independent of the radius.
3.0	 7 fethod of Solution
The solution of (1), (2), and (3) wit:, the initial and the boundary
conditions (4) and (5) for moderate suction is given in [9]. In
this report we consider large values of suction. P°iYsical considerations
suggest expressing the ve:ocizv components u and v as:
u	 r c g l ;)	 v= r -1 G(T?)
wherein	 _^
1/2
It follows, then, from the continuity requirement that
1%2
W = (`1 v)	 H (T)
Upon introducing the foregoing expressions for the velocity components
into the momentum equations and observing that the pressure must necessarily
approach a constant value at infinity, one is led to the conclusion that P
is independent of r a^_& ntay be expressed as
P w r 1 '`'P(°;)
(5.b)
(6.a)
(6 b)
(6. c)
5
Substituting (b.a, b, and c) into (1) and (2.a, b, and c) yields,
after some rearrangement.,
7t
G" = HG' - H 'G	 (7.a)
H^' = HH" - 1 (H' ) 2 + 2G2 	(7.b)*
2
and F = - H'
2	
(7.c)
with
w
G(0) = 1,	 H(0) _ - ac
 =	 w1/2
	 H'(0) = 0
(W V)
(8)
In the foregoing, the prime denotes differentiation with respect
to T1	 a  is the mass transfer parameter. Numerical solutions of the
above svt of equations for an impervious wall, i.e, 	 ao = 0, were
given by Cochran [ 141. Stuart presented an anal ytical solution for
large suction. His result will be used later for the integration of the
unsteady energy equation in the present analysis.
Sparrow and Gieg, [11] reported computer results for a 0 ranging
from -S to 4.
To transform the energy equation, we furL`t-r let
^(,^.1/2
R 
= ^vJ 	 =
a)
 t	 (9)P 
r
and obtain
7 +pr • R .^+Pr H ^^ T. R` ^^ 
a
^22
^
+ prCw 
v R2
I(G')2 
+ (F 21 + 2 PC w v [2F2 + (H') 2]	 (10)
p	 p	 L
* A fourth equation which governs the pressure distribution in the
fluid is not of our concern and is thus omitted.
k
6
We shall first consider the case for the adiabatic vall temperature
with initial and boundary conditions prescribed by (5.a). For convenience,
we introduce a dimensionless temperature defined by
T - vml 
2 
_ W v 
w 
v\1/2 (R 2S+ Q) + 8iTI,T)	 (11^
k '\ u	 Op ZJ
The functions S( T'a, Q(ro, and 9('1,T)	 respectively, satisfy
S" - P . H . S'	 P . H'	 S = - P ^(G') 2 + (F') 2]	 (12.a)
r	 r	 r	 J
with	 S'(0) = 0	 S(-) = 0	 (12.b)
Q" - Pr . H • Q' _ - 4 (S + 3 P r F2 j	 (13.a)
with	 Q'(0) = 0 ,	 Q(M) = 0
	 (13,bj
a.A	 ^8	 3^ _ X23STi
with	 9(T1,0) = 0	 39 0 T = -1(T),	 c(@,T) = 0
	 (14.b)ar;
For disks initially at the uniform wall temperature, T.
zw 
subjected
to a uniform, step change in wall flux, we let
T - T„	 x 	 r 2
qi/2 ^qw -	 w ,v^l/2 LR 5(r) + Q( TI)j + o (",' )	 ('_ 5)
+ 
w^ k
	
0p k ^uJ
Here Aqw = qw (R) - g iw(R) which is a constant. The functions S and
Q, respective];, satisfy (12.a) and (13.a) but with boundary conditions
altered to
S(0) = 0	 S(M) = 0	 (16.a)
and	 Q(0) = -U (T 1,, - Tm)	 Q(") = 0^Uv (16.b)
It is easy to show that 6 of Eqn. 15 satisfies Eqn. 14.a with initial
and boundary condit ions of Eqn. 14.b.
finally, we note that for negligible dissipation the fluid will
initially have a uniform temperature T., which is also the wall temperature
prior to any thermal disturbance. If we now re-define 0(11j) according to
T - T.
6	
-V^^1 2
k^./
it is easy to demonstrate that 0 again satisfies (14.a) with initial
and boundary conditions (14,x).
Tc integrate (14.a) with (14.b) for large values of the suction
parameter (say ao = 1.5 or greater), we employ the Stuart's solution [15!
for the velocity field !.a inverse powers of a 0 . In particular, the 1
function is given as,
H(^) _ - a0 + 3
	 2 + 
e-^ -	 e- 2^
a0
+ 1 F201 + i - 95^ e-5 1 i l F+ 13"',-2^
a
7 L288	 72)	 V2	 z4.% e
0
1 -:»_ 1	
-4l 
12 a	 288 e J + 0 (a0 )
wherein 5 = a T1
0
Application cf Lapla--c transform to (14.a) with initial and
boundary conditions ( 14,b) yields
8 - F
r 
H 8 = p8	 ( 1 8)
^	 1
with	 ' (0) = - p and a (m) = 0. We no,.. introduce a new variable
Y(t1,p) defined by
Pr rr
Y = p=' ipxpC 2 ^+ H(TI)dr':
C'
(17)
(19)
and obtain from (18)
Y"+(-p+,21H' - Pr H2)Y=0
2
(20)
with
a P -	 -
- 20 r
—
 Y(0) + 0Y,(0) _ -1, Y(-) = 0
In (18) and (20) the prime denotes differentiation with respect T1.
Transforming the independent variable from 11 to 9 and mak'-zg use of
(17), for large a 0 we arrive at,
h
d^ 2
	
`^0	 Cle	 _2e	 C3e	 ... J Y(E ) = 0	 (21)
wherein
^
v0?=	 (1-8yi,
	 r
+4^1+14t0
	
C1	
r4r)1+0lapaoao2
 a
o	 a 
__ ^_c - Jr^2 
4a 4r 
/ ( 1 + 0 (17)^
	 C3 Pr 18 3 Pr L 1 + 0 \14J^ etco	 L	 ao	 8ao	 a0
The solution of (21) satisfying the boundary condition
a P
orr Y(0) + ao
 Y'(0) =- I  and Y(-) = 0 may be appropriately represented
i by a series of the form
Y = Ke_CO1 + Al e + Ale
-29 + A e-3^ + ...)	 (22)
A
1
P	
r
aoI --E r COJ \l + Al + A2 + Az + ...^ + (A1 + 2A2 + 3A3 + ...^
C,^ 1 2 + C 2 ( 1 + 2 CO)
1 2C '	
A2 4 (i + 2 CO) (1 + Cn
C 13 + C 1C2 (S + 6 CO) + 4C3 (1 + 2 CO) (1 + CO)
°3	 12 (1	 2 CO) (1	 CO )
	 3 C0)
The latter are obtained by substituting (22) into (21) and equating
	
-(C	 1)^'
+
	coefficients of terms like e0	 , e
_(C +0	
2)t. . . . , to zero.
Since C1 = 0 ( 14), C2 = 0 ( 14), but C3 = 0 (—=—8 ), it is a valid
a0 	 	 a0
approximation to ignore terms involving C 1 2 , C iC` , C3 , and C13
Accordingly, after substituting the values of the A 
n
, K may al--;, be
written as
2a \1 + 2 C, ) (1 + CO1K =	 0
	3 ^3 C1 C2 Pry 2	 1	 5	 3PY C P	 C_PCO +^+2+4+2 J) 0 +( + C1 + 8C2 + 4 
+41 +81%CO
	
+1 + 42i; i 4r Cl + Cl 421	 (Note denomi.*:aLor only continued to this line;
(23)
, etc.
10
app
2-
(C„U
and thus (22) may be
2is
-	
-CO5-00 + CO ^2Y - e
a0 (CO 
- A 1)
roximated by
e
-^ + C 2 
e
-2^^ + 1 + ^1 4 + 2^ -
4	 / 2 2 e	 & e	 J
:2 ', (C0 - A3) (26'.
where Al ; A2 and Az are the three roots of the cubic equation ir_ the
denominator of (23). These roots are characterized by the determinant
of this cubic equation. For convenience, let
	
_ 3 CI C2 Pr	
_ l	 5C	 3P	 C r	 C P
P1
2 + 2 + 4 +^ q-2+C1^_82	 1+ 4 r + 4 r + 28r
C l C, P	 C 1
r = 2 + 41+ 4r {1+ C1+ 42J
$ 3 \3q - p 12/	 b 27 C2 p
1 
 - 9gp l + 27 rte)
2	 3
Then if b
 + 27 > 0
	 cne real and tuo complex conjugate roots will
by
 obtained , follows;
2
	
__ ^_ b _ b2 a^1/2,1 /3b + b + 
a l	 (let A= L2
	
i7	 J	 B L 2 ` + V J
we may write,
P1A1=r,1=A+B_3
_R _ io __ A + B + A - B 3 _ P1
A2 2	 3	 2	 2	 3
A3=P'+io3= - A?B - Z
B ^-31
In the above,
	
l is the real root and 02 is the real part and the
0 3 is the imaginary part of the two conjugate roots.
.2	 3
If °j`+ a < 0(	 27 three unequal real roots will be obtained as follows:
b
coscp=- 
2 J 
ja
27
Al = 2 5a cos ^ P_ 31
1A2 = 2fi—a cos ( T +
	
P
 2 / - gl
 CP r 	 PA3 = 2/j—a ccs C^ 1. 3^)- 31
L2 a3
If 4 + 17 _ u, three real roots will be obtained but at least two
are equal.
In view of the foregoing analysis, we substitute (24) into (19);
revert 'pack to the TI variable, consistently ignore terms of small order
of magnitude, take the inverse transform and obtain for
23
4 + 27 > 0	 and	 a r 
x0 2012
the dimensionless temperature function as:
P / 	 1	 P_I =\ i
a ( TI, T ) = exp ^^ 2 r 1^°© + r 3% T14 (e-aOT' _	 e -2a0^ - rti^
2n0
	2a0
x j 11F	 i	 -al/2r	 ir.-	 T%1/21
L0^ 
+ al/2 a	 rr^` [- ,-!/-2
-a ,
let
ai/2n
* e
	
1 2 "rfc L7-17-+ (a T) 1/2
-a001 - a
	 2T
(continued next page)
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^1 a0^1	 l-	 ^	 ^
	
+ a ^^ 2 - a cxp^- a 	 2 2Q l3 1T1 + (aQ P 1 - CC}T I erfc 
^-TI/ 2 - aQ^1T1
/2^
Q 1
+ 2 Re < 2 
L e erfc ^- r - (a 
T)1/2 i
	
2 -a0 + ii2
	 'p3,)  + a
l 2	 L2Ti%2	 J
al/2T1
e+ 
b0(7 S2 + iO3
j _a1 2
_aT 
T 2 
a 0 (02 - 03)
+ e
a02(R2 - io 3 ) 2 - a
Prfc ^
	
2 + (a T)1/22T1l
exp L-a0 (S2 - i^ 3 )^; + a0 2 (0 2	 io )2T]
erfcr2T1/2 - a0(S2 - i^3)11/2J/I
	
(25.a)
2	 3
For	 + 27 > 0, but a = a
0
2
 p12or OL	 = -a0s1 we obtain
8
Pr 	 + Pr \	 Pr	 , - a0 - a-TI. 	 -2a0T1 	 3(^, T) = ex p	 a[-2 (0	 3 TI -4^e	 4e	 -4A
`'0	 Za0
f	 2
TiI	 1	 1/2 T^1/2 - 4T -aT 	 rl/2	 ^1/2,^	 F ,r^	 ^ /2
2a1/2 {Za ^/ e	 - ^1 + ,: ^1 + 2aT) e	 crfc^ 2T1/2 + (n	 J
1+	 e +al 2i1 
erf r TI 	 1/2+ aT 	 	
- nl/-,I
2	 2T1/2	 ( )	 +] 2 e
TI _ 	 1/2 j i
erf 
2T1/2	
(aT)	
I
+ 2 Re C -- --- Repeat 25.aJ 	 (25.h)
13
The quantity in the bracket after
same as that in equation (25.a),
and T2 are defined as:
2Re in the equation. (25.b) is
In the above the symbols a,
	
^1
r
2	 2Pr a0
a, = 4 I
a0
T1 ( 1 1) =
P (1 - P )	 -a TI
	
P (P - 2)	 -2a 71X 12 +2 (3R1+1) + 
r 4	 r (^1+1)e 0+ r 4	 (^1 +2)e 04a0 	16a
2 - X 1 ) 2 A. 032
r
P (i-P )
r^ 2- 01)i
-R3^
 
L(^2
-1s3) 2 + 2(s 2
- is3) 
+ 2 + 4a 4 
r	
2- i133
+1)ea00
0
	
'f2(Tl) -
	 20 (0 1 - 0 2 ) 2 + 032
	
+ -Z 	 2) (f32-i^3-►1)e2aOTJ
16a,	 '-	 (Numerator only continuea to this l ine)
	
2	 3
for	 4 + 27	 < 0, and _ ;L u 7' 
a0^ Al 2 ; a. ^ a02 A2 2 ; a. / a02 A 3
the difnen g ionless temperature 8 takes the following form:
F- Pr /,	 Pr	 Pr	 a0T1	 1 -2a0n, _ 311
	
( TI ,
 T) _ ex^ 2 Qat +
	
3J	 4 (e
	
4 
e	
4
2a	 ?.a	
J
0	 0
	
1 Ir ^ l( ,I) 
	
2(r)	 ^"(.0)	 1 -al/2,0	 r I
	 1/2^
	
La1/2	 + a1/ 2 
	
+ n ] /2 	 1 e	 erfcL T1 /2 - (aT)	 J
- a	 a0 ! Z-	 a0 A3	 20
	
1 r^ l (^l)	 X0)	 ^ (T1)
	 1/2^1
	
+ 
2	
+	
a T1	 1/2
	
2 L -1/2 1/2	 1/2	 J e	 erfc^ 112 + (aT) 1u	 + w n	 a.	 + a. ^^	 a	 + a A	 2T0 --i	 2	 0 3
(continued next page)
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+a e
OLT
L^ 
1	
expC a T1+ a `A 2.1 erfcl ^ - aAT1/`l0	 a
C 
2
A1 
2_ a	 OAl	 0 1/ ^` ^T ^" 2	 0 1
+ ° 122 2 — exp C a OA2 T1 + a0 2A2 2T) erfc^ 1/2 aOA2T1/21a0 A2 _ a	 ^T	 /
+ a32^ w2 _ a ex_p ^ a0A T1 + a0 2A3 2T) erfc^T'	 a0A^Tl/-A
n s
2	 3
also for 4 + 2_ < 0, and Cy- = a02A 12
	
which automatically implies
a X a0` A2` and a a02 A 32 	 the temperature function is
expressed as:
,- Pr /	 Pr ,	 Pr	 -a0TI	 1 -2a0'n	 3" ^jd (^l, T )	 exp L+ 2 Ld0 r	 j ^? _	 l e	 4 e	 4J^2a03
	2aO
r	 _ 1/2^	 1/2
2 t	
lt ! 
1	 ^2	 ^3	
_—^ a	
-	 J4si/	 2^a 1/2 
-- a	 j +	 al/2 - a	 erfc-211 /2	 (aT)01	 OA3^
3	 al/2,nr	 ^	 $
- I —11 2
	
+ al / 2T1 + 2aT^ +	 1	 +	 e
2a	 ^`^-' + aOA2)
	
al 2 + a0A3
1/21
erf 2 + (aT)T 1
(T1 1/2
+ 1W eXp,\
^2	 ^
4T - aT ) (equation continued on
T ncxta eP9)
T L
When a = a 0 2 A 2 2 (But U X a0 2,IL1 2 ) , interchange ^ i and ^ 2 and
lace A,) b A.. Simi l ary rule ^ be -	 L	 4 =	 2" 2rep ce	 y	 i	 may	 a^^iicu WLICIl	
``O a,3 .
(25.c)
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	^^	 \-^ a022 2 - a ex a0 2A2 2 - a.) T-a0A2^J erf -^,r l / 2  - a01i2T1/2)
0
TI+ a0A313	 erplCa022 - ^^ T - a 0 r 1 erf / 1 2 - a0n3; 1/2 j
*0113 -a	 T	 f
where 
A 
2 
.2A1	 Pr(1 - Pr)	 .-a011 Pr (Pr - 2)	 1	 -2a0T1
	
1 + 21 + 2 + 4 (1+A1 )e	 +	 4	 (A1 +2) e4a0 	16a0
	
1 (T1) _	 (A - A (A	 A)	 (25,d)1	 2	 1	 3
	
A 2	 3 A
	
1	 Pr (i - Pr)
	
- a0 TI
	 Pr (Pr - 2)	 1 -2a TI
2 + 2 2 +7 +	 4	 (1 + A2) e	 +	 4	 (A2 + 2) e4a0 	16a0
^ 2 -	 (A2 - Al) (A2 - A3)
	A2	 3	 1	 Pr(1 - Pr)	 -a0T1	 Pr (Pr - 2)	 1 .2a0 TI3 +2A3 +2 F	 4	 (1+A)e	 +	 4	 (^+2)e
4a0 	3	 16a0
	
^3=
	 (n3 - A1) (n3 - 2)
2	 3
for	 + a, = 0, and for a / a02 Al 2 , and a ^ a0
2 A22
the function 6 is given as:
r
1	
P	
(
 -a TI 	 -a TI
a(^' T) - exP L 2r \a0 + r 3/ - —L—
 4 \e 0 - 4 e 0 - 4^J2a0
	2a0
a
-CL 1/ 2
	
1/2	 + .zl/^ + "3
	 e-
 - ap
	
e	 TI errs ^^ 2 _ (a't)1/2
	
a0 ^a0 ^ `\	 2T
16
1rX1a0	 - '^2	 X^	 CL Ti	 T)	 1/2-11+ L
	}^	
a	 erf ^2+ (aT )al/2 - a0A.,J
	 a + `C	 2^a1 2 + 8	 2T
	
1 - aA,, Ti + 2a A	 X ?s0` 2`T a^2	 \	 0A2_	 L
X1 a0 a(-2^2
_a	 - (g 2 2 -a) 2) + (a 2 2 _ a) I.0 
	 0 A2 	 0 A?
eap C-aOA2 r + (a, 2A2 2 - W) T.) erf^^Tl aA
T1/2 J+
1/^
XlaO	 i 11	
E
2a^T	 1
	
+ X1/2 "P ^ 4T - aTJ a 2 2 - a	 a
0
 2 2 
a) 
2 T1/2J
	
0	 ( 
a
+ ) 0AI	 exo (-ao-'^Tj	 a A^ 2 - a T\ erfc	 r_ aA(a 2 2  a} 	 + ( 0^-7	 }	 Tt/2	 0^7T J	 (25.a)
0
for
 4
2
	
	 3	 `
2+2-- = 0 anda= 	 a0 Al
	
:pie temperature function z.s:
P
	
P	 I	 P	 - a T1 	 - 2a Ti 	 ^ ^
	
(TI , T) = exp ^_ 2r ^a0 + r	 r; - r le 0 - e 0
	
J^2a0 	2a0
1-7
a0	 X2	 X3_Ct1 /2TI rII--1
L	 X1/2 _ a	 + 2` a1/2 _ a	 1 _,/2j e	 erfc IL2T1 2	 (ctT)
	
0	 C
17
+ -x1a0_ X2	 _ X3	 ^ + al/211 + 2 a 
T/^ eal/2,0
LL 2(a1/2 _ ak)2 2(a l
 2 + a^) 2x1/2
' -	 2Ta_A ^1
erfc	
+ 2a02A2
	
a0A2	1/21 I (
	
(T 2	 j?T1T + (aT)	 + ^\	 a 2 2 - a	
- (a 2
-2 
_ 
a) 2/ Xla00 h2	 0 A2
a
+ (
a A 2 _ 
a) ex \ aQt12^1 + (a0 A22 - a) Ti erfc C2Tli/2 - aA2T1/2
Q 2
r
1/2	 1/2
X1a0 L 
2a T_	 1	 X3T J	 2^ ryT) f\ 1+ _72 a0 X22 a (a0 A22 _ a)2T1/2 + ZaO
	
eXp	
4T - a
	 (25.f;
2	 3
For	 + 2 = 0, and a = aQ 2 n22	 a X a0 ^ 1
r P	 Pr	 Pr	 a071	 1 -2a
 
0 r1	 3.,(TI ,
 T) = eXp L _ r
z	
a0 +	 rl	 4 Ce 	 4 e	 _
	
2a0
	2a0
T 1/2
	 1/2
,,((__	 1 /'2r
^X Z a- ^ ^ `^J (9) exp ^ l - a.S 
N
J ; ^1 + OL TI + 2aS^a 	 .
0	 ,,
erfc IS1/2/2 +(aS)1/2 )J dS
rX2	t
_	 \	 i
+ `4 (a) 1/2 +2 --
	
a)1/2 _ a	 eXp l^ a
l/2 	 erfc ( (T)1/2
	
(aT) 1 2J
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+	
1/2	 z
+^ 2
	exp	 4T _ a
y'/2 
TI
 1/2 G + a'1/2 T1 + 2 aT) 
+ n3 
u l/2 +	 1 e	 eTrc ( 1 / 22 (CL) 	 2 (	
.-0A1)^
	
T
3	 -	 l+ . 3 2u 1	 eXp a0Q 1Ti + a0 2A l 2T _ aT^a erfc	 1/2 - aA Tlf 2/a0 Al - r_	 2T (25.g)
	
P (1 - P )-a TI 	 P (P - 2)
	 -2a Ti
A22+ 2 A	
+ r 4 
r (1+A2)e 0 + r 4	 ( +I)e 0
4a0 	16ao
Where 
X 1 =
	
	 —	 -^1h - z
A2 - 
lA1^L2 + L 
(d, - Al) - ^ + ^ 
4	
r 
"'z - Aj _ j-) c-
_	 0
X2	
(A2 - Al)2
Pr (Pr - 2)	
-2a0"1
+	 4	 U2-A1) e
16a 
(Numeraror only continued to this line)
2	 P (1 - P)
	 _-a ^l
	
P (P - 2)	 - ^a '?Al + 3 A + 1+ r (1 +A ^e 0 + r r	 (n + ll0 02 1	 2	 4-a 4 	^	 16a 4l	 2'0	 0X3 =	 (Ql - AL) 2
	
—
Eq. (25) represents the dimensionless transient temperature profil-. due
to a step change in local heat flux. Since we are nriwarily interested
in evaluating the wall temperature variation, the quantity desired is
the dimensionless temperature at the wall O(O,T) which can be readily
formed from (25) by letting 71
 = 0. Thus, for disks initially at
adiabatiz wall temperature, _he wall temperature as a function dimensionless
time is:
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Ir,-
Tw(T ) = Tm + v^ CRLS(0) + Q(O i j + e(0,T)	 (26.,
p
and for disks initially at uniform temperature, the same can be w
_itten:
T(T) - r+`full/2 &
q
 w A (26. tW	 iw	 k 
The values of S(v) and0;0) were obtained from the numPrica] integration
of (12) and (13) by electronic computer, the Univac 110 7. Their valu-
.or Prandtl numbers ranging from 0,001 to 100 and su rtion parameter
ranging from -1,2 to - 4 .0 were obtained,
Inasmuch (23) is valid for the entire time domain, the corresponding
steady state solution at the wall can be obtained by simply letting
T -' °°, and 'n ~ 0. The result is
4
L	 J	 ,, 2
-+27 > 0 and a# a0^^1
i al/2
1 T1 (0)	 ^2 (n) ^a0 - 6 2 -	
3/
_	
,
^ss(G) 
a OLl f2	 2+ 2 Re `,al/2
	 2	 i	 (27.a
a 	 l a — - S2^ + 030	 0
for bL + a3 > 0 and a = a l^ 2 or4	 27	 0 1
al/2 = - a0 1
(al/2
1 r T1(0)	
T2(0) - a0
	
+ R2 + i^3)-
I
a ss (G) = a0 ^ 2a1/2 2 Re ^
2
—l2	 2	
27
 - 2,J + ^30
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S- 2 	 1
for4 + a7 < 0 and u, / a02A1Z
# a02A2
a./a0A32
R
1 1 0)	 12(0)	 X3(0)
ss (0) = i!Z	 + 1; 2 	 +	 !2	
-- _	 (27.c)
u	
- POLL, a	
- a0^ CL	 - a0 -
2	 3
for 4 +27 < 0 and a = a02A, (which automatically implies
a / a0` az2 , a a0 2 A32)
X 1 (0)	 2'o)	 X3(0)
d ss (0) 1/2 + 1/2
	 + 1/2	 (27.d)2a	 a	 - a0A2 a	 - a0l n
2for the cases a ^ a0 A, or a = a,'A3 ` see footnote on page 1c
2	 3
for 4 +27 = 0 and a / a0 2Al 2 , a / a02A
30 , (0 )	 X2(0)	 :.3(^vj
^ss(0) -	 1^2	 + 1/2
	
+ 1 ^	 (2I.e)
a' - a0A^^` a	 - a 1^	 2- a
	0 !	 OA1
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For 4 +
2	 3
27 = 0 and a= a02L112
a X (0)	 Y fQl
	
Y- (01)n
e ss (0^ =
 (al/2 _	 + s1/2 _	 + s2a1/2
a\\	 0	 0A2
We have not worked the steady state case corresponding to Equation 25.g
In the above equations, the expressions T,, (0), § n and Xn(0)
are obtained by letting T1 = 0 in the equations defining Y (71)
$ n(-10 and Xn(TO .
For very large suc*_ion, i.e., a0 " ^°	 the foregoing resuits
simplify tom:
lim b ss (0) = a1P
a0
 ~ 0°	 0 r
ne numerical values of H,- 
86 
(0). as evaluated from (27) are listed
in Table . l for the several Prandtl numbers and suction parameter ^h^•
For comparison purposes, we i s -ve included the resti is for P = 0.7
r
obtained from to relation
1
Sss(0) 	 (Prime indicates first
ems (0 )	 derivative with respect to TI)
in which the values cf y ,;(0) are taken from the results reported by
Sparrow and Gregg [ 11]. The maximum discrepancy is about 2% for a = 1.2
and the agreement is progressively better for large values of a 0 . It
may also be shown that if one uses the limiting ex pression ( 28), the
error remains within a few per cent wlier. a
0 
> 2.
(27.f)
(28)
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Finally, we note that when dissipative effects are negligible, the
y wall temperature under the limiting condition of a, J - becomes
qw v.1/2 1
	 qw
I (	 )
A.	 r u	 P.	 , W ,
The abcve results are to be expected on physical grounds because,
the suction is very large, the heat transfer at the wall would be
completely dominated by the convective process. The effect cf fluid
injection (a0
 < 0) is to decrease the heat transfer by blanketing the
styrfarP with tha	 nainirtio flslid of the	 .. .---- L
_.^ 	 _v	 _	 ^^	 ..a.aa... ^cu^
-
rcitiLtiCC as	 1'
W.
On the other hand, suction increases heat transfer, because fluid at
free stream temperature is effectively brought to the disk surface.
k?
4.0 Numerical Results and Disr"szion-
The values of the roots of the cubic equation in the denominator of
K are tabulated in Table III for various values of the Prandtl number
and_ the blowing parameter.
The values of S(0) and Q(0) obtained from (12) and (13) are
tabulated in Table II for the range of the Prandtl number and the blowing
parameter as shown. It is seen from Table II that the Prandtl number
and the blowing parameter has little effect on the values of S(0), which
has almost i constant value of 0.5 in the range of Pr and positive a0
under consideration. By contrast, 0(0) is a rapidly varying function of
Pr and positive a 0 . It decreases with increasing P r
 as well as a0.
The ratio of the dimensionless temperature at '.--cc wall, e (O, T) ^ gss(0)'
is shown plotted against T = 
wt^I r in Fig. 2 to 7 for the several
Prandtl numbers indicated. If one replots the 8 (0 , T " Vss(0) against
a0 2Pr2T ( = a0 2
 Pr O the data can, for all practical purposes, be brought
to He on a single curve for Prandtl number ranging from 0.1 to 100 and
a0
 from 1.5 to 4.0. This is illustrated in Fig. 8. This result indicates
that for sufficiently large suction the response time varies inversely
with the Prandtl number, the angular velocity sad the second power of the
suction parameter. The same conclusion has also been drawn for the case
of a sten change in %rail tciaperature r °] . Due to -he linearity of the
energy equation, the previous results can be readily generalized for any
arbitrary wall heat flux using the Duhamel's theorem.
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5.0 A Special Case of Compressible Flow 	 9
For an ideal_ xas of constant Prandtl nnmhav
variation of viscosity with temperature, Ostrach and Thornton [ 16] has
shown that, if dissipative effects can be ignored, the steady heat transfer
solution for the compressible flow over a rotating disk can be obtained
from the corresponding incompressible solutions. It is natural to examine
it the same could be stated for the unsteady heat transfer processes.
Using the same transformations for both the dependent and independent
variables in the governing conservation equations as these given in [16],
except for difference noted below, one may show that the answ cr to the
equation posed above is affirmative. Now the velocity r^.Yvuent normal
to the disk is given by
W = P- [ (A W Vm) 1 2 H(TI) - cwt J 
0 P - dz]
Where
 the subscript - referQ to the free stream condition and A is
the proportionality constant in the linear viscosity - temperature relation, i.e.
P T
^1a- = At
With the transformation stated above, the solution obtained for the
incompressible case, may be directly applied for the compressible case.
Expressions gi;;en for the transient wall temperature for the incompressible
case remain valid provided that all properties are replaced by wall values.
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Values of Q(0)
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